
Minimize Workplace 
Injuries with Chooch 
AI Vision Platform  
Always-on intelligent safety 
monitoring gives you real-time alerts 
of potential safety hazards so you can

take immediate action before 
accidents materialize.

The Chooch AI Vision Platform offers out-of-the-box 
Safety and Security solutions that detect:

Fortune 500 Medical Device Manufacturer

Saving $30M a year in insurance payouts 

using an AI Vision model to detect unsafe 

stacks of boxes decreasing safety incidents.

… and so much more
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Chooch AI Vision Platform 
analyzes video streams and 
detects work hazards and safety 
risks in as little as . 
Real-time alerts can be sent as 
texts or emails along with video 
clips for incident management 
and early action.

0.2 milliseconds

Track incidents or near-misses 
over time with Chooch Smart 
Analytics; use this data to 
augment existing compliance 
metrics for operationalizing 
best practices.

Track PPE compliance by unique 
team member in order to ensure a 
culture of safety.

Create focused zones within 
each camera line of site that 
send alerts for excessive 
crowding or loitering to 
ensure areas near machines 
are safely monitored.

total cost of workplace 
injuries in 2021$167B

cost of head 
injuries per year$93K

in work injury cost  

per worker

$1,080
per medically  

consulted injury

$42K
in workers comp paid 

by companies in 2021

$22M

According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)  

and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, machinery accidents are responsible for 

over 800 fatalities and approximately 18,000 amputations, crushing injuries, 

lacerations, and abrasions each year in the United States.

“Chooch’s capabilities and focus on supporting and optimizing 

CV inferencing at the edge/on device make the company an 

ideal candidate for customers focusing on deploying CV models 

across a diverse device footprint.”


— IDC MarketScape 2022

Success Stories

“We have started to achieve critical outcomes by continuing 

to investing in technology companies like Chooch to make  

us faster in building more efficient business capabilities.” 

— CTO of Fortune 500 Bottling Company
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Fortune 500 Auto Parts Manufacturer

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Saving $5M per month across 400 sites 

using a glove detection model to mitigate 

hand injuries.

Detect fires early with fire & smoke 
detection out of the box. Monitor 
external physical perimeters with 
fire detection algorithms trusted by 
wildfire detection agencies around 
the world.

cost of workplace 
burns per year$54K+

Catch slip & falls immediately 
and track incidents by area to 
diagnose problem areas and 
prevent future incidents.

cost of falls and 
slips per year$48K

https://app.chooch.ai/app/ready-now-models/
mailto: hello@chooch.com
https://www.chooch.com/
https://www.osha.gov/etools/machine-guarding

